854 Woodmoor Acres Dr.,
Monument, CO, 80132

Job title: Graphic Designer Senior
Location: Fort Meade, MD
Security clearance Required: TS/SCI with CI Polygraph
E&M is actively seeking a Graphic Designer personnel.
As a graphic designer on our team, you’ll help your client understand their mission environment and add clarity
for the team's investment assessment products. Using your comprehensive understanding of various design
platforms, you’ll combine information from disparate sources to finalize intelligence products. You’ll validate
information and develop tradecraft as you build assessments for internal client publications and IC-wide
products. You’ll share your expertise with other teammates through leadership and mentoring. We focus on
growing as a team to deliver the best support to our customers, so you’ll have resources to learn new skills and
tools. Join us as we provide the right information at the right time to support the critical needs of our
warfighters and our nation’s leaders.
Required Skills:






8+ years of experience as a graphic designer supporting military intelligence or cyberspace entities
Experience with providing graphic design and layout solutions for intelligence products in accordance
with IC guidelines
Experience with collaborating with analysts to best convey analytic assessments through graphic and
layout solutions
Knowledge of current IC style guides and other applicable publications policies
Knowledge of professional graphics design software, including Apple Final Cut Pro X and Adobe
Creative Suite

Education Required:


BA or BS degree

Nice to Have:




12+ years of experience as a graphic designer supporting military intelligence or cyberspace entities
Ability to operate independently or as a team supporting command priorities
MA or MS degree

E&M Technologies offers competitive salaries, medical benefits, and a 401k plan.
To Apply for this Position:
You must have the listed skills and experience in your resume to be selected for an interview. Send your
resume to emtech@eandmtech.com
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